Introduction

NOTE SHARP CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SQUAREFREE MORPHISMS
Squarefree morphisms, i.e. morphisms that preserve squarefreeness of words, have been a subject of interest since the works of Thue [8] . They are a powerful tool to prove properties on squarefree words and are used in particular to prove the existence of infinite sequences without repetition. The study of squarefree words is connected with cluestions in algebra and game theory, and recentiy several results have been published on that topic [2-71. In this note we prove the following theorem: "A semigroup morphism defined on a three letter alphabet is squarefree iff the images of the squarefree words of length 5 are squarefree".
The first effective characterization of squarefree morphisms has been given by Berstel[2] who found a bound (on the length of words to check) depending on the morphism. We improve his result in the general case (not only for three letters) and obtain the above theorem as a consequence.
On a related subject, i.e. morphisms defined on a three letter alphabet and which generate infinite squarefree sequences by iteration, Karhumaki [6] gave a bound independent from the morphism.
We also show that the bound 5 in our theorem is optimal and that on a greater alphabet such a result does not exist.
Definitions
Given an alphabet A, the free semigroup generated by A is denoted by A+. By adjunction of the empty word 1 we get A*.
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The IO&I of a word w in A* is denoted by Iw]. If a word w is equal to CU.@ for words (Y, p, u in A*, u is said to be a jkctor of NJ ; it is a prefix of w if a! = 1, a sufi~ of w if ~3 = 1, and an intemcd factor of w if neither CY nor p are empty words.
A word w contains a square if it can by *written (uu2p with a non empty word cr; otherwise it is squarefree.
Let A and B be two alphabets\; a semigroup morphism h :A * +I?+ is called k-squarefree (for an integer k 3 1) jif for any squarefree word w in AC with 1 w 1 s k, h(w 1 is squarefree. A morphism is squarefree if it is m-squarefree.
We also intro'duce the notion of a pre-square with respect to a morphism h: let w be a squarefree word in A' and u a factor of h(w); an occurrence of u in h(w) is given by words cy, p in A* such that h(w) = coup ; that occurrence of u is called a pre-square if M # 1 and if there exists a word w' in A* satisfying:
ww' is squarefree and u is a p&A of @h(w') or w'w is squarefree and u is a suffix of h( w')a.
In that case we also say that h(w) contains a pre-square, and that I+*' duplicates the pre-square u of h(w).
It may "Eie noted that if h(w) includles a square it contains a pre-square.
Ckorracterizatbns of squarefree morghisms
'The result mentioned in the introduction is a consequence of Theorem 2 below which gives a precise characterization of squarefree morphisms. Theorem 2 is an improvement on Theorem 1 which is proved first. Both theorems use the notion of pre-square and lead to efficient algorithms for testing squarefreeness of morphisms (on finite alphabets). Proof. We will prove that if h is not squarefree then there is a pre-square in the image of a word ab of length two, with a # b.
Let be w = alaze. _ ak a squarefree word in A' such that h(w) = CYU 2R for some uinB'anda,vinB* " . ,lt can be assumed that IY is a prefix of h (a 1) with cy # h (a I), and that 9 is a suffix of h(ak) with 7 # h(ak).
Let us define j as the least integer for which CYU is a prefix of h (al . . . aj); and let p be the sufix of h(6.i) which satisfies h(al . . . aj) = au&
We denote by 6, & y the words defined by the relations: h (al) = ~6, h(aj) = @, h(ak) = yf. ne words 6, /3 and y are not empty.
If lSjS2ork--1 s :i 6 k, 1 hen the conclusion holds. Thus, in the following j is assumed to be strictly between 2 and k -1.
Two cases are first examined in which 5, p on one hand and p, 3/ on the other are assumed to be of the same length; this impiies dr' = @ since these words arc both prefixes of u; we also have p = y as suffixes of u.
Case 1: If Uj is different from a1 and ak, then h (alaiak) includes the square "p = &, The conclusion holds.
Case 2: If for instance al = Ui, let i be the least integer wi:h ai # ai+i_ 1. This integer exists and is strictly between 1 and the minimum of j and k -j + 1) otherwise w itself would be a square. In that situation, h (ai) and h(ai+i_l) are prefixes of a same suffix of u. Then, one of them is a prefix of the other, which means that h(aiaj+i-1) or h(ai+i-lai) contain a square.
There are several cases still to examine where 15 I# IpI. The cases where 1~ I # 1 yl can be handled symmetrically.
First, 5 is assumed to be of smaller length than /!!. Since both are prefixes of U, we can find a word S in B+ satisfying 58 = g.
Case 3: a2 f ai. 8 is a prefix of h(a2 . . . a;). Let i be the least integer such that S is a prefix of h(a2 o . . ai). The word S being a factor of h(aj) if the letter ai has an occurrence in a2. . . ai, then it appears only once and ai = aj necessarily. Adding to that fact the squarefreeness of a2 . . . Ui we deduce that aja2 . . . ai is squarefree. Then h(aia2) contains a pre-square which is an occurrence of 8.
Case 4: a2 = ai. From j > 2 we deduce that h(a2) is a factor of u. So the non-empty word (@Q2 is a prefix of k(aj . , . ak). Thus, h (ajaj.1) has a pre-square.
Finally let us assume 1~ I > )/?I, and define S by 6 = @. Case 5: al Z cEj+j. The word 6 is a prefix of h(ai+l . . . ak). If i is the least integer greater than j+ 1 such that S is a prefix of h(ai+1 . , . ai), then alai+lai+2 0 . , ai is squarefree for the same reason as in Case 3. therefore, h (alai+l) contains s pre-square which is an occurrence of S.
Case 6: al = aj+l and &B # 1, The word h (aj+l) is a factor of u because j < k, The non-empty word (c$)~ is then a prefix of rt(al . . . ai) which means that h(alad includes a pre-square.
Case 7: a$=l.Thisimpliesu=h(al... aj). As in Case 2, there must exists an integer i between 1 and the minimu.m of j and k -j such that ai Z aj+i and one of the two words, h(ai), h(aj+i), is a prefix of the other. If there were no such i, w itself would be a square. Therefore, h (aiaj+i) or h (aj+iai) contains a square.
Theorem 2. A morphism h : A' + B -(-is squarefree ifi:
(i) h is 3-squarefee ; (ii) for any a in A, h(a) does not have any internal pre-square.
Proof. We have to show that a non-squarefree morphism catisfies (non i) or (non ii). By Theorem 1, we consider two different letters a and b and a factor u of h(ab) with a pre-square occurrence. There exists a word w = cl . . . ck of minimal length such that abw is squarefree and U* is a factor of h(abw). It can be supposed that k > 1, otherwise (non i) holds.
In the two first cases the pre-square in h (ab) is assumed not to be in h(a) nor in h(b). There are words cy, @ in B* and G,@ in B' such that: h(a) = a6, h(b) = pi!, U=Ep. Case 2; 162 < l&l. As 5 and p are prefixes of u we may define 8 by the relation 5 = @&. This word 6 is a prefix of h(ct . . . ci) for a ieast integer i. If ci # a, (non i) holds because h (ac,) contains a square. If Ci = a and i .> 1, then ~ec~_~c~ is squarefree and h(aq-,ci9 contains a square; so (non i) holds again. If 6 is a prefix of h (cl) and 61 = a, by the minimality of 1 w 1 and the assumption on k, h (cl) (= h (a )) is a factor of U. Two occurrences of h (a) ovlerlap in h (ab), which means that h (ab) includes a square.
Case 2: IpI 2 1~1. Let S be the word such that 6 = ~2% The non-empty word Sh(c,) is a factor of u which is both a suffix of h(bcl) and a prefix of h(b). Then h(bctb) has a square and (non i) holds.
Let us suppose now that u is a factor of h(b), for instance. Case 3; u is a prefix of h(b). We have h(b) = US for a word S in B*. The word Sh(st9 is non empty and is a prefix of u by the assumption on k. The image of bclb is not squarefree; (non i) holds.
Case 4: u is a suffix of h(b). If ck # b, then h (bck) is not squarefree (minimality of k) and (non i) holds; if not, then certainly k > 1, bck_lck is squarefree and its image is not squarefree; (non i) holds.
Case 5; u is an internal factor of h(b); (non ii) holds.
Bounds for squarefreeness
Two corollaries may be immediately deduced from Theorem 2. For a morphism h let us set M(h1=max{lh(a)lla EA), m(h)=r%i~n(jXrz)lIa EA}.
Let us also denote by [xl the least integer greater than or equal to a real number X. With these notations, we have: The following corollary applies to a particular class of morphisms: uniform morphisms. For these morphisms we have Ih(a)I = Ih(b for any a, b in A.
C~ollw 4. A uniform morphism is squaiefree iff it is 3-squarefree.
The above corollary is also a consequence of a theorem of Tk)ue [8] reformulated L [I] which g' Ives a sufficient condition for a morphism to be squarefree.
Another consequence of Theorem 2 is the result mentioned in the introduction.
~Co~~rllraty 5. A morphism defined on a three letter alphabet is squarefree iff it is
Proof, Only the second assertion of Theorem 2 is of interest here. Let us consider a letter a for which h(a) contains a pre-square u. Let w = cl . c . ck he a word that duplicates the pre-square occurrence of u in h(a). The word )rd may be chosen of minimal length; so if a alppears in cl . . . ck, then it can occur only once at the end (a = ck) because 1~1 sIh(n)l. The word cl . c . ckml being squarefree on two letters is thus of length 3 at most. The conclusion follows.
Our last consequence is:
Corollary 6. (k Z= 3). A morphism h is k-squarefree iff it is 3-squarefree and min{l w 11 w duplicates an internal pre-square of h(a), a E A) 2 k.
Proof. Let us first suppose that h is k-squarefree. Then h is also 3-squarefree because IC 3 3. If w duplicates a pre-square in h(a), then aw is squarefree and h (aw) contains a square, for instance. This implies labvl> k or 1 w I a k. If h is not k-squarefree, there exists a squarefree, word w, I w 1 s k, which image contains a square. Going through the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2, we can find a squarefree word a w ' such that: law '1 s 3 or w ' duplicates an internal pre-square of h (a). The main point to be noted is that in the second case law'1 s 1 w I. Therefore if h is 3-squarefree the inequality cannot be true.
Optimality of bounds
Let us show that the bounds in CoroEaries 3 and 5 are optimal; a property which is trivially true for Corollary 4. 
Proof.
We have h(abcba) = deabcbdabcbdeabcbda which contains the square (abcbd)*.
Then, h is 3-squarefree and abcbd is only one internal pre-square of h(a). The result follows from Corollary 6.
Q. Barand on more than three letters
We now show that on an alphabet with more than three letters the bound on the length of words that must be examinated to decide the squarefreeness of a morphism depends on the length of the images of the letters by the morphism. The word ax is squarefree of length n + 1 and its image by h is eaxax. So h is not squarefree. The n-squarefreeness of h is a consequence of Corollary 6.
